


About Epos
Epos have a deeply rooted passion for 
auditory experiences. With their can-do 
attitude they aim to reach beyond the 
imaginary and are, therefore, constantly 
on the pursuit to improve and expand 
their product range.  
 
As pioneers within audio solutions,  
Epos have defined a variety of objectives 
that they hold close to their core – such 
as authentic reliability and high-level 
professionalism. By being trailblazers 
within the industry they strive for a 
holistic, superior performance which 
delivers state-of-the-art technology 
across all segments.



Premium quality
Three components are vital when 
it comes to Epos design: curated 
aesthetics, choice of materials and 
highest wearing comfort. 

Audio Technology
With an holistic look on audio, 
Epos transforms ideas and new 
possibilities into better audio 
solutions .

User experience
The products is intuitive with 
functions flowing naturally 
and, therefore, being easy and 
satisfying to complete.



 ˗ Over-ear Bluetooth headset
 ˗ Superb call clarity powered by EPOS AI™
 ˗ Get organized with Alexa
 ˗ Ensure clear calls with UC certified solution
 ˗ Active Noise Cancellation 
 ˗ Foldable design 

Partnumber: 1000200 
List price: 3.280,00 DKK

Adapt 660



 ˗ On-ear bluetooth headset
 ˗ Active Noise Cancellation
 ˗ Foldable boom arm
 ˗ Low impact headband and  
softer earpads 

Partnumber: 1001160
List price: 1.861,00 DKK

Adapt 560 II
 ˗ Over-ear Bluetooth headset
 ˗ Active Noise Cancellation
 ˗ High-quality stereo sound  
and reliable performance

 ˗ Foldable design 

Partnumber: 1000209
List price: 1.861,00 DKK

Adapt 360

 ˗ 3-in-1 connectivity
 ˗ Double-sided, wireless DECT headset
 ˗ Stereo sound & Noise-cancelling system
 ˗ Wireless range up to 180 m/590 ft
 ˗ One flexible headset paired to all devices 

Partnumber: 1000627
List price: 3.549,00 DKK

Impact SDW 5066



 ˗ Bluetooth conference speaker
 ˗ Exceptional audio performance
 ˗ Reduce background noise
 ˗ Allows simultaneous speech
 ˗ EPOS Software Solutions
 ˗ Multiple connection options 

Partnumber: 1000937
List price: 2.458,00 DKK

Expand 40T



 ˗ Bluetooth Speakerphone
 ˗ 6 adaptive, beamforming microphones
 ˗ Crafted with high-quality materials  
and sound-enhancing fabric

 ˗ Rich, natural sound

Partnumber: 1000203
List price: 4.849,00 DKK

Expand 80T

 ˗ Plug-and-play conferencing anywhere
 ˗ Exceptional audio performance  
for calls & music

 ˗ Natural conversation experience
 ˗ For personal or shared use 

Partnumber: 1000225
List price: 1.114,00 DKK

Expand 30T



 ˗ All-in-one bar for small meeting rooms
 ˗ Wide angle 4K camera with Sony® sensor
 ˗ Beamforming microphone array for crisp voice pickup
 ˗ Effective noise and echo cancellation
 ˗ Supports USB mode
 ˗ Easy setup and installation
 ˗ Expand Control included as in picture 

Partnumber: 1000425
List price: 20.162,00 DKK

Vision 5 bundle



 ˗ Enhanced meeting control
 ˗ Superior user-experience
 ˗ Adapts to all meeting spaces
 ˗ Flexible and tidy setup
 ˗ Certified solution 

Partnumber: 1001072
List price: 5.969,00 DKK

Control

 ˗ Compact personal camera
 ˗ Ultra-high-definition 4K video
 ˗ Optimizes based on light conditions
 ˗ Exceptional voice pickup
 ˗ Instant picture control 

Partnumber: 1001120
List price: 1.562,00 DKK

Vision 1



Nordic House  
of headset,  
voice & video
- Collabspace heroes

Looking for more info? Want 
to get in touch with us?

▸ Website | Sweden
▸ Website | Norway
▸ Website | Denmark
▸ Sales or marketing inquiries?
▸ Help or general questions?

▸ Videobank  
Unboxing, tips & FAQs

▸ Studio IsiCom  
Relevant topics & news

▸ LinkedIn  
Knowledge, inspo & news

https://www.isicom.se/
https://www.isicom.no/
https://www.ergotel.dk/
mailto:salg%40ergotel.dk?subject=
mailto:salg%40ergotel.dk?subject=
https://ergotel.wistia.com/projects/35paenkbxj
https://fast.wistia.com/embed/channel/pdnglfnq7j
https://www.linkedin.com/company/67889

